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Our Topics 
. Summer 1- All Around the World
Understanding the World ELG: People, Culture and Communities Children at the expected level of 
development will:
- Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-
fiction texts and maps; 
- Know some similarities and differences between different religious and cultural communities in this 

country, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class; 
- - Explain some similarities and differences between life in this country and life in other countries, 

drawing on knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and – when appropriate – maps. 

Core Texts-

. 

Summer 2- Lifecycles 



Role-play areas this half 
term

Around the World 

Donaldson Class-
Island Café 

Browne Class-
World Food Café 



Literacy- Writing  

Fred Fingers!

Writing involves transcription (spelling and handwriting) and composition (articulating ideas and structuring them in speech, before writing).
This half term we will be continuing to support children to:
- Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the sound with letter/s
- Write short sentences with words with known sound-letter correspondences using a capital letter and full stop
- Re-read what they have written to check that it makes sense

Much of the spelling and handwriting is covered within our RWI lessons

In our Literacy lessons we teach children to articulate, structure and build their
Sentences, using ambitious vocabulary, before writing them. This is taught
In small focus groups (up to 6 children)

This half term we are having a real focus on promoting independent writing! 
Providing paper, clip boards and pens at all the activities we set up. This is also 
something you can promote at home. Remember- it doesn't matter if it is not spelt 
‘correctly’, encourage the children to use the sounds they know and praise them for 
any writing or mark making. 



Literacy- Reading  



Maths 
Mathematics ELG: Number 
Children at the expected level of development will: 
- Have a deep understanding of number to 10, including the composition of each number;
- - Subitise (recognise quantities without counting) up to 10;
- - Automatically recall (without reference to rhymes, counting or other aids) number bonds up to 5 

(including subtraction facts) and some number bonds to 10, including double facts. 

Reasoning in Mathematics
“I know that…..because…”
“How do you know?”

This half term we are focusing on 
sharing amounts, halving, doubling 
(early division and multiplication!)



ASPIRE 
We know that personal, social and emotional development is just as important as academic 
achievement. ASPIRE is a bespoke curriculum we designed to reflect this. 

This half term we are focusing on Inclusive Izeyah. Inclusive Izeyah celebrates difference. 
We will be focusing on this through the core text ‘My Skin, Your Skin’ by Laura Henry Allain MBE 



PE in Reception

This half term we will be focusing on
Body Management, speed, agility and travel 

Please ensure your child has the correct P.E uniform (a school PE t-shirt, grey jogging bottoms and black plimsolls 
or trainers)   

Please ensure your child comes into school in their normal school uniform, 
with their PE kit in their bag. 



Home Reading
Reading for pleasure 
Each week your child will bring a story book home. This story book is to encourage reading for 
pleasure and should be read by the adult/ older sibling to the child. This book is usually not appropriate 
for your child’s reading ability, and asking your child to read this may discourage them as it will be too difficult. 
Remember, learning to read is about listening and understanding as well as working out what is printed on the 
page. Through hearing stories, children are exposed to a wide range of words. This helps them build their 
vocabulary and improve their understanding when they listen, which is vital as they learn, and continue to read.

Read Write Inc. Phonics Book Bag Books
As your child’s reading skills develop, they will also start to bring a RWI ‘Book Bag Book’ home with them too. 
These are books which match your child’s decoding skills and provide additional reading practice outside the 
classroom, helping them to make even faster progress. 



Re-scheduled trip: Little Angels Puppet Theatre- This will be happening in Summer 2.

Around the World Picnic in Shoreditch Park

We are inviting parents and carers to join us for a picnic! In Reception we have friends and families 
from all over the world. Bring a dish from around the world and let’s enjoy it together in the park.

Browne Class Monday 16th May
Donaldson Class Tuesday 17th May 

Trips 



Parental Engagement 



Uniform Reminder 


